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Car Audio. Which speakers to buy to replace old ones. Recommended head unit brands and
models This is where we talk watts, ohms, GPS, iPod integration, component installation, tips,
tricks and advice for making your Volvo's audio, video, ticket avoiding and mapping gadgets
work better than ever From this, I was able to gleen insight into Volvo's system approach and
their different audio designs. My apologies for the lack of photo's - several issues with that for
me. There are, already, general guides for removing head units, etcetera, so I won't repeat those
but I will try to detail some arease that weren't well discussed elsewhere. My general principles
are to shop around very intensely and find good deals. I want good audio systems but, frankly, I
want to do it on a budget. I also want to keep the vehicles as stock and original as possible. I
want the system to be essentially invisble. The speakers run directly from the head unit. In the
basic systems, the dash speaker location is empty. The newer ones are model HU which give up
the cassette but support aux and satellite radio inputs. These head units have a small built-in
power amplifier that connects directly to the four speaker channels. They also have a line-level
pre-amp output jack that isn't used in the stock configuration. The premium sound system uses
a model HU head unit that runs from the pre-amp outputs to a w or w amplifier located beneath
the front passenger seat. From there, the amp runs output cables back to the original location
and connects to the same standard wiring harness. The premium sound system also has three
speakers in the front doors instead of two they use a different door panel. The HU also includes
a small center channel amplifier running directly to the dash speaker for the surround sound's
center channel. These stock head units have CANbus inputs for speed-based volume
adjustment, steering wheel controls, security lockout and optional CD changer controls. For
these reasons, some owners want to retain the original factory head unit but still upgrade the
sound. That's what I did. The big deciding factor for me was the steering wheel controls. Dietz
and Scosche don't support Volvo controls anymore and the generic resistor ladder systems are
unreliable. Most automotive sound systems are built around 4-ohm speakers. Home stereos, by
contrast, are built around 8-ohm speakers. Thats the industry standard and the norm. However
in some instances, Volvo uses uncommon 8-ohm car speakers and wires two of them in parallel
to create a 4-ohm impedance to the channel. This uncommon design makes direct replacement
with non-Volvo speakers and using the factory wiring harness both tricky. If you are aware of
this, it won't be a problem. An amplifier that is stable down to 2 ohm impedance can overcome
this, so adding an amp improves your basic sound AND allows the use of aftermarket speakers
furthering the improvement. All Volvo speakers are mounted in a plastic bracket which is then
screwed or riveted to the car. To replace speakers, you can either modify the mounting bracket
or remove the bracket and mount the speakers directly to the car such as the door. Either way,
you will need to drill a couple mounting holes. The front door panels come in three varieties.
The basic variety has one lower speaker location. The middle variety has a door panel with two
grills but only one speaker and a baffle to the other opening. The premium variety has speakers
behind each of these grills The standard front door speakers on a volvo are made up of a 1"
8-ohm tweeter mounted in the door pull-handle coupled to a 6. These run an integrated
crossover and are connected in parallel like a traditional component speaker system, yielding a
4-ohm load on the channel. The rear door speakers are the same 6. These are wired in parallel to
the 8-ohm rear deck speakers to create the 4-ohm impedance to each rear channel. The rear
deck speakers are an oddball 7"-ish 8-ohm two-way component system. The holes in the deck
are about standard 6. The speakers however are mounted into a large raised bracket that holds
them about an inch above the deck surface, so only the magnets hang down through the holes.

So, the deck speakers are larger than the deck holes. These rear deck speakers are wired in
parallel with the rear door speakers. The wiring junction is under the center console and each
speaker runs its own wire up to there. They could be replaced with simpler 6. I intended to place
8" subwoofers here but just haven't gotten around to that stage of my project yet. Keeping Your
Factory Head Unit : Volvo's basic head units are notoriously muddy sounding. If you want to
keep your factory head unit, then an external amplifier is a must for any audio upgrade. Running
from the HU's pre-amp outputs to an external amplifier will clean the sound up considerably.
Further improvements could be made with an external EQ, if you want to go that far. To keep
your factory head unit, you need to add an amplifier and use the pre-amp outputs instead of
direct speaker outputs. The HU and HU has both. The basic sound system has a factory wiring
harness connector that feeds the four speaker channels. I mounted this in the trunk on the left
side behind the trunk liner. I had to drill mounting holes and tilt it on an angle but it fits great
and is very secure. For power, I ran an 8-Ga wire with ring terminal right over the RCM power in
screw - simply put ring terminal and new nut right over the existing one. This ran to a
Lightening Audio Amp inline fuse holder, then to my amp. Total distance about 16". For a
ground line, I ran up the left side and to one of the two ground studs under the back seat. Total
distance about 30". This diagram shows what it looks like when looking into the female
connector of the head unit. So, in other words, imagine yourself holding the male 6-pin
connector linked above pointing it at this socket arrangement as you plug it in. The pins are
labeled here looking as you plug it into the HU, not labeled as if you were looking at the end of
the male connector. I made four sets of speaker pairs and sheathed the 9-wires inside a cheap
wire wrap. At the other end of these output lines, I connected male RCA jacks for each speaker
signal. This wiring arrangement connected to the stock head unit and ran back to the trunk for
connection to my new amplifier. The negative ground for the remote on signal at the amp was
simply grounded to the frame nearby no need to run another conductor anywhere else for this. I
similarly built a custom speaker cable to run from the amplifier outputs back to the original
Volvo speaker harness. This made wiring so much easier. I stuffed all this into another cheap
wire wrap, along with one extra speaker wire pair for a future center channel. Be careful buying
this harness connector! Make sure you get the one that connects into the existing wiring
harness, not the one that connects into the radio! This wiring arrangement connected from the
amplifier outputs right back up to the dash and plugged in to the stock wiring harness, which
then routed the amplified signals to each of the four channels. I ran my wires from back to front
as follows: Along left quarter-panel inside trunk, behind trunk liner. Into square hole in square
post between the trunk and rear seat. Out of trunk and down, behind the left cushion next to
seat back. Under the lower door trim, under the carpet. It will fit but is tight. Forward along left
edge, past B-pillar and under driver door molding. Halfway to the split in the carpet. Turn, under
driver seat, behind frame bump and under the heat duct. Here there is a step in the carpet and
you can go up into the center console. Once inside, turn forward along left edge of console. Into
congested space under dash. Stay low on floor of console until fully under dash. Where two
heat ducts diverge under dash turn up to back of the head-unit. Extra center speaker wire fishes
straight up. One note: do not rotate the expansion plugs to remove them. Instead simply make
sure the pin-insert is pushed in fully. Then the expansion plugs can be pulled straight out.
Using a small straight tool tiny philips screwdriver, blunted awl, very small punch push the
center of the expansion plug IN. It is camoflauged and you can't see it easily. Push right in the
center. The pin will pop in. Push it as far in as you can. Then the expansion plug will pull out.
Now, reach in with a pair of tweezers and collect the pin you pushed in in the previous step.
Repeat for all plugs around the door. Thenm pull the door off gently and the inner black cone
sleeve will come with the door. Pop these out by hand. Remember, the black sleeves go OVER
the doorskin not under it. For this job, I had a hooked awl with a broken tip. It was a perfect tool
for this job - it pushed the pin-inserts in nicely and had a little hook left on the end to grab and
pull the plugs out with. Use the smallest flat-blade screwdriver you can find to remove the screw
covers. Push this tiny screwdriver in firmly. Do not be overly-gentle that's counter-intuitive I
know but if you do not push the screwdriver in fully it will mar the edge of the plastic screw
cover. Remove the door panels fully by gently levering the door-latch cable off - its rather easy
and just takes a second to do. Each electrical connector has a release tab. The green one is on
the underside so its hard to feel for. All panels must be connected for that door to work. Do all
work with the windows UP before starting. Rear deck panel removal: This is a pain to figure out.
Its very easy to remove once you figure it out like a puzzle. Its held in with two clips. Reach in
there. You can feel the clip that holds this. Squeeze this to release. Pull it outside gently since it
still guides the seatbelt. Repeat for other side. You will see two guide "posts". Lift it high
enough to clear these, then slideout. You may have to reach in gently and lift over the speaker
area too. If you begin to hear a tearing sound - its probably the guide posts not out of the guide

hole so lift higher. Speakers : All speakers have an integral plastic mounting bracket. The
speakers almost look like its one-piece but the speaker itself is separate from the bracket which
mounts to the door or deck. To remove the speaker from the plastic bracket: looking down on
the speaker place a flat blade screwdriver in the outer-most edge and turn the blade so it gently
pries the outer plastic wall out a little. This will cause the glue underneath to crack. Just do a
little each time and move about inches around the circumference and repeat. The speaker is
placed in the bracket, then rotated so three tabs hold it in place. These tabs have glue under
them also, but its very weak glue. Pry gently with a screwdriver. Once you've gone all the way
around, you can turn the speaker over and look at the back, then rotate the speaker to
disengage the locking tabs. The speaker wires will snap off the solder posts. That's ok, we don't
want them connected anyway. Mine snapped off cleanly. Once the bracket is empty, you can
place a 6. Turn the speaker until there is a convenient place to drop a nut in from behind. In one
case I drilled a hole in the plastic bracket for mounting the speaker. Rear Door Speakers:
Standard 6. Drill out the rivets, remove the old assembly and drill new mounting holes. Do this
location first since its the easiest and you will get the hang of it a little bit. You could mount
using the integrated platsic Volvo mounting bracket but you do not need to, so it's easier to
screw the new speakers directly to the door. Front Door Speakers: You will need to use the
integrated platsic Volvo mounting bracket here to hold 6. Once you drill out the rivets and
unplug the speaker, you can remove it from the door. There is adhesive foam gasket holding it
in place so you may need to gently pry the bracket up from the door until the gaskets lets go.
One of the cornerstones of my system was finding a component speaker system with a
correctly sized tweeter for the door. The Sony Xplod series were perfect for this. Then I added a
light bracket to the back and screwed it into the door-panel backing plastic. This worked
perfectly. Frankly, the fit of these tweeters was the hardest part to work out, and this became
the foundation of my whole system hence the Sony Xplod-series everywhere. The Sony wires
reverse marking. Volvo puts a stripe on positive and solids for negative. Sony speakers use a
stripe for negative. Just be aware. Rear Deck Speakers: The rear deck speakers are an oddball
size. The deck opening is just over 6. The opening is larger and the integral mounting bracket
holds the speaker above the deck by about 1" The rear deck speakers and the rear door
speakers are wired in parallel! This is not standard and took a while to sort out. The 8-ohm read
deck and 4-ohm rear door speaker is wired in parallel so the head-unit sees 2. The parallel
branching happens up front in the forward passenger compartment, sending individual
wire-pairs to the speakers. Center speaker: Removing this cover is tricky. There is a web
write-up here [downloadable PDF] Be careful not to pry or you may mar your dash I caused a
little wrinkle in my dash material doing this wrong. Put a tool in like the write-up says but it does
not release a tab, rather, use it to pull straight up on the grill. Make sure the hooked tool is
firmly under the plastic. The standard system has no center speaker. The speaker mount and
wire is there. I couldn't find the input end of this wire anywhere so I simply ran an extra wire for
future use. This appears to be about a 6. The bracket has a spot for an integrated tweeter, very
much like the rear speakers. Your center speaker cover will come off as an assembly but its
important to understand how it is held in place. As a cover assembly, think of it as one piece.
My explanation of how its made is to explain the retainer parts. The S60 center speaker cover is
in two pieces, folded together. There is a metal grill, wrapped around a plastic panel. These are
stuck together and should not be separated. But, the important thing to note is that the plastic
panel has four protruding posts. These four posts point down through the dash toward the floor
of your car as opposed to up at the windshield so you cannot see them, obviously. On these
posts are four stamped metal retainers. These are expanded metal spring-like clips. They are
fixed firmly to the protruding posts. So your cover looks like a metal grill from above, but
underneath there are four posts with metal spring clips pointing down. Underneath your cover
is a big hole in your dashboard. Its basically square. Around the perimeter of that hole is a wide
"ledge". There is a platic speaker bracket that lies on this ledge. Its basically the shape of the
hole, with a big round opening for the speaker in the middle. This speaker bracket has four
counterbored holes in it. The bracket also has four rectangular holes in it. The protruding posts
with spring clips are "snapped" into these four holes in the speaker bracket. So, removing the
center speaker cover is just a matter of pulling it straight up, so the spring clips snap out of the
bracket holes. To remove the cover you simply have to gently pry one side up and lift straight
up each side, snapping the posts out. The hook tool in the above-mentioned PDF might be
useful to get under the plastic panel and pull up. Since the foam dash material around it is soft,
be careful not to put a screwdriver in and lever against the dash - you will dent your dash!
Instead, try a 2" wide plastic putty knife. Put it straight down on the right side of the speaker
cover so it looks like you stabbed your dashboard. Now place ruler on the dashboard, along the
opening of the dash and against your putty knife. Lever the putty knife handle down, prying the

cover up. The trick here is to distribute the force from the putty knife onto the ruler, bridged
onto the flat part of the dash, so use a long ruler. If the putty knife pushes on the ruler which
pushes on the edge of the dash it will lightly crush your dash foam under the ruler. Fancier
tools can be made and used, but this will work. OK, so, pop the cover up and off. Then remove
the four T25 screws. Now, the speaker bracket is free. The speaker bracket is designed to hold
the two-piece Volvo center speaker mid-woofer and tweeter , route the wires, connect to the
harness stereo-to-speaker plug and hold the cover in place. Because of so many functions, its
not just a simple flat piece of plastic. It has many shapes and features in it. This may be hard to
visualize until you have the bracket in your hand. The bracket has a big round hole in the
middle. There is a three-leg bridge spanning this hole and connecting to a circular "island" that
holds the tweeter above the mid-woofer. A simple hacksaw blade is best for this step. Wrap a
loose hacksaw blade in a rag as a makeshift handle just so you dont scratch yourself. Then
following the curve of the inner circle, simply cut the three arms that connect the tweeter holder
the three "bridges". Now you have a big open speaker hole. Next, turn the bracket over and look
at the underside. There are tab slots where the OEM speaker is inserted with a twist-lock
connection. Using your sophisticated rag-saw, cut these off flat, so the bottom circle of the
bracket is flat. You have to pick a speaker that fits well against your modified bracket. I tried a
Kicker shallow mount 6. It did not fit well and sounded worse. I ended up picking a Kicker
oversize 6. I tucked the crossover in the dash with two-sided adhesive foam tape. I didn't like
the sound of the Kicker tweeter so just used the mid-woofer for center "fill". Place your modified
bracket face down on a table. Lay your chosen speaker face down onto the bracket. Now lift and
turn the speaker until its in a good orientation. Mark the locations of the speaker mounting
holes on the bracket I found two already available holes lined up. Drill holes in the bracket for
mounting, as needed. I threaded five black cable ties through the plastic bracket and the
speaker mounting holes. I tightened them down and this gave a very secure, all black, all plastic
mounting. For a center speaker, your best choice is to patch a very small 50W-ish two-channel
amplifier in to your stereo's front channels. Make sure its a bridgeable amp and bridge the left
and right channels together. Connect this amplified combined channel to your new center
speaker. If the amp power is too high, you may have to insert a volume control L-Pad from radio
shack, to adjust it. I temporarily patched my center speaker in parallel to my front right channel.
Since its about the same distance to the driver as the left front speaker and since it only
captures mids leaving highs to the right door tweeter , it actually works well as an interim center
channel speaker. My Summary : I shopped and researched a lot. I wanted a system that was
very reasonably priced, but which was the least invasive to the vehicle and which could be
further upgraded in the future. I kept the HU I like the integrated data features and the stock
look. With all the other improvements it sounds great, anyway. I retained the rear deck
speakers, for now. I replaced the rear door speakers with Sony 50W 6. I replaced the front door
speakers with Sony 6. These included a 1. Still shopping for those. Last edited by matthew1 on
Wed Oct 10, pm, edited 2 times in total. Reason: improved title, added tags. If I replace the radio
its dead with an aftermarket, will the sensors still work? Arent the sensors sound and display
tied to the radio? Can I use one of the rear door or back shelf speakers as the dash speaker? Do
you know a place where to find a missing plastic cap used to cover the left or right endings of
the long speaker grill on the passenger's side. The device uses the cd changer to provide
Bluetooth access to an iPhone. My stereo is not allowing me to toggle or the cd changer mode. I
read in another thread that someone had this same stereo hard reset by a dealer. How do I hard
reset this stereo on my own to activate the cd changer mode? Once this happens the Grom
device should work. Managed 6x9s on the rear deck by cutting spacers out of plywood, 1" thick,
then stuck to the rear deck with permanent adhesive, screw speakers to plywood. Raised 1" the
speaker baskets clear barely without needing to cut metal. Had a pair of higher end MB quart
6x9s pulled from my last car - hell or high water I was determined to reuse them. Installed 1st
order crossover bass block on the rear door speakers to restrain current draw on the HUs
internal amp and alleviate HF breakup with bass output until I am ready install various external
amps that were also pulled from the last car, at which point the deck and door speakers
crossover will be handled by active circuitry on the amps. Those front door tweeters are the
most shrill, unnatural sounding things I have ever heard. I know those low spec semi-dome
mylar tweeters. They're "ringy" and any transient detail has a "gutar pick" sound to it. The filter
cap OE crossover I wouldn't consider audio grade. That's what was responsible for the "shrill"
aspect. Improved with 2nd order crossovers I had on hand that use poly film caps, for now. It's
a work in progress. I can't get much "warmth" out of this HU's internal amp. We'll see what I
think once external amps are fed via the line outs. Options are add a GROM or go full
aftermarket. Who is online Users browsing this forum: No registered users and 0 guests. Volvo
radios have a theft-proof system that freezes the radio if power is interrupted. It was designed

that way to prevent theft of the radio. The downside is your radio will be locked if you
disconnect the battery for any reason, or if the battery dies. Do you know your Volvo radio
codes? This site was very helpful in getting Volvo radio codes, so I wanted to share this. First
go to the Volvo website here and fill out the info, you will receive your code right away. Volvo
radio code retrieval. The radio code that we have in our system for the vehicle identification
number you provided is. If the code does not work after entering it once, the original radio fitted
to your vehicle has been replaced. If you are unable to remove the radio, please visit an
Authorized Volvo retailer. Hint: Check the radio for a four digit code hand written on the radio.
Often times when the radio is replaced the technician will post it here in case the code is
misplaced. I guarantee you nobody will ever, ever want your radio enough to steal it, let alone
match that stolen radio with this page with codes on it somehow. Dealers have your radio code
in a database, and can look it up. You can call any Volvo dealer: they all have the same
computer system to look up your Volvo radio code. Sometimes the code is written on the radio
itself. But you have to pull the radio out not hard to see it. Other dealers will have you drive to
their lot and speak to them in person. I suppose dealers can choose to charge for this, and we
can choose to not go back, right? If you have the code write it down in several locations. If they
want money, hang up and call another. My radio is dying, so I picked up one from the Pick and
Pull wrecking yard that looks new. If anyone could help me, please. Any ideas? This seems to
be a new one that I have read about online. I first tried with a. DE ending and nothing happened.
Then I tried with a. My code didnt work for my radio ther serial no. B part no. It says If you could
please help me i would gladly appreciate it thank you.. This site was very helpful in getting me
my code, so I wanted to share this. Radio display black! My volvo v40 from was jumpstarted and
now the radio is completely dead. The fuse is OK. Does the 2-hour trick work in this situation?
Or is there an internal fuse. The radio model is HU Does anybody know if there IS an internal
fuse, and where it is located? I know how to replace a fuse but beyond that I have no clue.
Nothing seems to be burned og overheated. Great site, great advice, followed your instructions
worked first time. I now have a radio working in my v40 thanks. Lost the code to my stereo SC,
driving a Volvo V Some say that the code is unniversal, is it? I have a XC I removed thr CD
player for repair plugged it in with the radio, started the car but the radio will no turn on. Do I
have to leave the ignition for two hours before it will turn on? Hello I need help VIN. I bought a
used Volvo Model number S40 with an audio system that is non functional because it was
tempered when changing the battery. Hello i just bought my volvo at a auction its asking me for
the code can you please help. I have a spec Volvo V40 2. My serial number is V YA Any
information regarding the code would be much apperciated. Hi I have the 4 digit code for the
original volvo radio. Also only have preset keys How on earth do I get the numbers over 4 and
enter them. There is no enter key and I have tried everything to no avail. VO YD. Please help?
My Radio Serial is. Leave the ign switch on so the radio has power and turned on. It takes 2
hours of constant power and the radio will reset back to the code setting. Thank you. Got a S40
for my son, till the battery died. Now I have this dumb radio thing. The radio is now saying Off
after failing to enter a correct code. Feel this is sham. Really people are running around stealing
Volvo radios? Wonder when that EVER happened. Not going to leave the ignition on for hours
just ridiculous! I bought a used Volvo Model number V40 with an audio system that is non
functional because it was tempered when changing the battery. Please help i haverecentl
purchased a volve S40 and I have been to the dealership and they have given me a incorrect
radio code and urgently require my music. The power was interrupted in Tanzania. Just call any
Volvo dealer ship and ask to speak to someone in the service dept. Tell them your situation also
give them the VIN and they will be more than glad to accommodate you with the code to unlock
your radioâ€¦. Volvo C70 radio perfect until battery replaced. Hi I wonder if anyone can help. I
recently bought a secondhand volvo hu stereo to go into my old V40 but I don,t have the code
â€¦. The serial number on the unit is VO E and also written on it is the registration of the car I
presume it came out of? Hi my husband bought a radio off ebay for his Volvo c70 convertible it
did not come with a code the serial no is V WE any help would be greatly appreciated. Hi my
husband bought a radio off ebay for his Volvo v70 xt tdi it did not come with a code the serial no
is v wf can anyone help please. Matt- Thanks for the info. Thanks so much. Hi, I need the code
for my radio Volvo C70, the battery completely died and needed to be replaced. I used the
correct code but always have the EEE code. What can I do. I had to replace the battery, did have
the code but put it somewhere safe! Thanks for your help. I tried ding what is mentioned in the
article above leaving the key in the ignition for 3 hOURS and this still did not remove the off
code being displayd on the radio. My battery and alternator seem to be in good condition also,
are there any other suggestions? I have a XC70, had to replace the battery and called my local
dealer for the code. It does not work. Went to the dealer, the mechanic says I am SOL. Thanks a
lot! It displays OFF now. I called my local Volvo dealership and all they required for the code

was my VIN number. Took all of 5 mins to get the code. Please can you assist me to provide my
volvo cs car radio unlock code. The serial No: B Thanks for your assistance. Other one in
Ipswich gave me the code by reg. Please can you assist me to provide my volvo s70 sc car radio
unlock code. The serial No: vvc. Thanks for your assistance. My used Volvo battery discharged
so I needed the radio code. I still get the EEEE. Is there a remedy? Can you assist in resetting
my volvo v70 radio code? I had to get the battery changed this weeek. The radio reads CODE.
Thank you, John Dedeian. Please help. My serial number is VOWA i dont know my code. Please
if you can say me the code will be great thanks : : : :. Your help is greatly appreciated. Sorry,
Serial No V W Hi, I have a volvo V Any idea what that would be? Please i lost the radio code and
i want you to help me out. Please help me out. I bought my Volvo with the request for the code
on, the radio looks ok, the serial number is VOh I will realy appreciate your assistance. Try to
imagine somebody risking a few nights in jail for a double-height Volvo radio. Thanks for the
info. My code number was on the radio, clearly labeled for me and any half-witted thief! What
was the point of it? Please can you assist me to provide my volvo ct car radio unlock code. The
serial No: VC. Many thanks. Recently had issues with my Volvo s40 radio. Had to disconnect my
battery for some repairs. Did not know what to do next and was stuck with no radio service for
close to a month. Visited your website and followed your direction and was able to access my
car radio once again. Have tried Bryces suggestion and have tried leaving the ignition on for 6
hours and to no avail. Anybody have any other suggestion? I am trying to retrieve the code for
my Volvo DL wagon and i am in belize and do not have a credit card. I got the code from volvo
diler but it dose not work? What else can I do? Please, I would like to know the radio code for:
Volvo v40 1. Amazing, the turn the radio off, hold the scan button and turn on the radio thing
worked for me! Tried the hr, power on reset already. Really could use some help on this. After
buying my Volvo v40 second hand the battery died trying to go to work one morning after a
quick charge it was ok however the radio was displaying code after 3 attempts it locked and
displayed off for about 3 days till I stumbled over this site fantastic held the news button turned
the radio on voila music to my ears again thks again for great information. We have not driven
our V70 for over three weeks and I thhink one of the interior lights was left on which resulted in
a flat battery and on recharging it, I could not locate my radio code. I rang Milton Keynes Volvo
Marshals. What a friendly lot. They asked me for the VIN, reg and rang me back in five minutes
with the code, and at no cost. What a service! We are planning to get an XC90 next year and I
swear I will be going to Marshals for mine, and that is about miles form me! It works again
without the need to have the key in theignition for 3 hours and locate the key. Guessing that the
thieves already know this trickâ€¦. Yes it worked!! So i turned the key to position 1 and the radio
said OFF. It worked. I call a number and they gave me the code. Sorry dont remember. Good
luck. Thanks to Elain Meade with the West Nyak dealership comment. So, even though I live
upstate, I called Palisades Volvo:. He asked for the VIN number which I had already written
down , and just like she said â€” he had the code for me within ten seconds. I will also be
posting my code to the [Store your code here] link so I will always have access to it! I drove 2
hours today to the local dealer and the code they gave me was wrong. I want to thank you very
much for posting this fix. It worked like a charm on my S If your radio has a code, just punch try
numbers until it says OFFâ€¦.. I have a S If you still need a code then call Volvo at , give them
your VIN and they should give you the radio code. Good Luck! Pulling the fuse didnt work for
me. A month ago I bought a second-hand S60 installed with a HU stereo. The code is only
needed for late V70 or earlier â€” is that correct info? Re my S70â€¦ Found the original white
card with the audio code in a file the original owner kept, meticulously! Music; comedy; talk
radio, on all the preset stationsâ€¦ Thank you so very much for helping a lost soul such as I! It is
much appreciated. Guess my Sony is gonna stay in a bit longer. I have a S40 and experienced a
similar problem. I have waited for it to say code and entered the correct code but still nothing. It
just freezes with the the number on the screen. What do I do? Is my only option to leave the key
in the ignition for a couple of hours? My key is in the 1 position the whole processâ€¦. I have a
XC90 volvoâ€¦â€¦my radio will not turn on when the car is runningâ€¦.. My volvo v40 had also a
radio off. I did like people said on the internet. Turn the key to faze 1 and turn on the radio. It
took 2,5h for me to see CODE instead of off. Code is on radio itself, just take it out, should be on
top. Crazy thing to do, but it works now! My V reg S40 decided to lock me out of the radio and
kept prompting for a code. I found various websites that offer replacement codes at a price. Just
phone your local Volvo dealer and give them you registration and chassis number and they can
give you the radio code over the phone. How do you take out your radio? Here is the link for the
Volvo website. I tried lifting the fuse in both the engine bay and drivers footwell to no avail. Left
the radio on with volume low so it displayed OFF and left the key in position 1 for roughly 2
hours. CODE then appeared, I typed it in and voila. I got the code by calling my local authorized
volvo dealer. Thank you Dennis fir the tip about holding down the number 6 then switching

onthe radio. It was my last ditch attempt having tried numerous times to put the correct code in
plus pulling the fuse to no avail. Got my music back! This is the premium audio system SC that
originally came with the car. I know the code is correct because I have used it before when
changing the battery or after power failures. I called the dealer just to be sure and they confirm
that this is the correct code. Nothing works on the sound system while this code is displayed.
Anybody know how to fix this? The dealership is clueless. I do not see any solutions posted in
this thread. Thanks in advance! I would love to meet the person who designed this anti theft
system. In the meantime we are stuck trying to activate these stupid stereos! Does anyone
know of any information on this? Thank you! When I changed it out, the radio asked for a code.
Thanks to this site, I was able to reset it by pulling the 7 fuse. Then I pullud the radio and luckily
the code was right in top. Thanks again for all of the good advice. Mine is a Volvo S I had to
disconnect my battery to recharge it and then like everyone else could not get my radio to work.
I phoned my service dealer who gave me a code â€” which turned out to be wrong. I eased the
radio out as per instructions and thankfully, someone HAD scribbled the code on the top. The
dealer did ask if it was the original radio â€” YES it was, it had never been changed since new.
Thank you, thank you Anne 19 and this brilliant website! I can now get Classic FM again! I had a
problem with my radio not working after I changed the battery. I called a volvo dealer and told
him what kind of volvo I had and he pulled the code number off his computer and in two
minutes my radio was working again. Good Luck. Hi there, I took your advice and called my
local dealer Pilling Volvo Milton Keynes , gave them my car registration and then he gave me my
input code over the phone â€” brilliant! So I have done the key to position 1 like 10 times
waiting hours per attempt and the radio still says off. Going to try pulling the fuse if I can figure
out which one it is. Has anyone ever heard of a radio never coming on? I called a Volvo
dealership in West Nyak New York, spoke with a nice man in the service dept, i gave him my VIN
, and in 10 seconds he gave me my radio code. I turned the key to the number 1 position, code
came on, then i entered the numbers he gave me, and it worked! The radio works just fine! I had
called another volvo dealership in Long Island 10 minutes before, and they wanted me to come
in, and would not help me over the phone. I just kept trying, until i found one that would help.
How do I get my radio to work it says off and I need it to Say code do I leave radio on or off
when key on position one? Please help need music. It will pull a very small current, but not
enough to kill the battery. Please use the Volvo Forum for questions. My radio requirers a code
of which i dont know where to find it. My radio in my v40 is dead no off message or code
message just a dead radio. Is there an inline fuse or something? I have a code just not able to
get anything to display on the radio screen. Ya know what did work, Calling the dealer. You tell
them. They punch it in the computer, 2 minutes later or less. And Wah-la, They give you the
code. If your radio does go to OFF, start the car. Turn it off, then turn on the radio, turn the key
to position 1. Make sure Daytime running lights are off and all doors and trunks are closed too.
You probably have 2 keys, lock the doors. Set a timer for 1 hour. I bought a radio from a
wrecking yard for my the radio was on the shelf so there was no code and the car was gone.
When i put the radio in my car off was displayed i tryed pulling 7 fuse but no change still shoed
off. I then left the key on and shut off the radio then held down button 6 and turned on the
radioâ€”it works! O well ai least i have a radio until i can find the code. A few years back, my
casette only radio sc died no i did not clean it out. I bought a used sc radio from a junkyard and
they told me the code was lost. I was a little worried about buying this as I was unsure whether
or not the dealer would give me the code if I bought it from somewhere else. I cracked open my
broken SC, and ripped the eeprom out of it and read it in a universal eeprom reader. I found it
once in the hex. So, it is possible it was just a random code but it gave me confidence that I had
good odds I could read it in cleartext if the dealer could not give me the code. So, I bought it. I
then took it in to the dealer and they gave me the code for free anyway. If you happen to have an
eeprom reader at work or home, you could do this if the dealer is to far for you to drive to. Has
anyone else done this before? I am curious if the code I found was the actual code or random
data in the ROM. Seems weird they would store it in cleartext, but I guess why bother caring.
Anyone try this? My code has a 9, How do you enter 7, 8, and 9? Other people have asked too,
does anybody else know how to enter 7, 8, and 9, with only 6 preset buttons? I left the key in
position 1 for almost 3 hours, but when i came back and pushed the power but i didnt get the
code display and still got the OFF one. Should i leave the key in position 1 and the radio on
displaying OFF o just leave the key in position 1 with everything off like i did? In some forums
ppl say you should leave the key in position 2, I am trying again like you guys tell, position 1.
Guys, this site looks like lots of helpâ€¦ right now, i am gonna go down to my garage and put
the key in position number one. After the game, if we beat i ll go out and celebrate -means the
car will have to wait for an extra couple of hours in position number 1- if not, i ll come back
home try to put the code and see if it works. If it does, i ll sure let you know. I tried the all the 4

digit numbers on the radio itself and nothing worked. I tried pulling out fuse 7 left it out over
night put it in this morning and my radio still says off! Did I do the fuse thing right? So, you get
a flat battery, jump start your car, then have to leave the ignition on for 2. Well I just wanted to
say this blog was helpful on my volvo. I needed a lead to go from to get my code on the radio.
Now thanks to one of the bloggers who said to give the volvo site your vin and serial number.
Thank you soooo much! Andy, you must have gotten the code wrong or they gave you the
wrong one. Maybe they misheard your licence plate number or you misheard the code. Try
calling again. It said EEEE. Anyone else have this problem? Do I have to just get a radio form
Best Buy or something? Help please. I am having the same problem! I have a I am seriously
annoyed with having no music!! I think i am going to try out every code on top of my radio. If it
doesnt work then hopefully the little 7 fuse will do the trick. Fill out the form and include your
VIN and radio serial number in the comment section and they will get back to you by email
within business days. My local dealership wanted to charge and have me show up in person
and this bypassed them completely. Please help my. I have S Mail my if You can help s-e-n o2.
Hello the car radio volvo XD-LV to give out. I bought a used volvo, and dont have the card for
the radio code. Oh my God!!! This has been the most helpful site. I had the wrong written in
back of owners manual. When I called dealership, they gave same code which was in my book.
Still didnt work. After reading this site, it mentions, if you have a refurbished radio, the code will
be different even from what is in database. I did the 2. It comes out by pressing in the two
sensory panels on sides of radio component. Look closely, and you will see the indentations for
this. Then pull out radioâ€”the code should be written on top!!! I bought the car from japan, The
car is fine but the only problem is that i cant find its Radio Code. Kindly let me know the place to
find it. Called the dealership back with the serial number on the radio and they gave me another
code. Is there another option? Please help, my daughter is going to go crazy without her radio.
If your top level cd player stops working in and some v70, but the radio is fine, there is a tiny
reset button on the rhs when you remove the radio. It6s there to protect the cd player from
misuse, but dealers dont know about itâ€¦. Google this fix and you will find pictures. Greetings
from the US. Tell them the number of your car or radio and ask them for your code. The car is
fine but the only problem is that i cant find its Radio Code. I have a s70 and just got it a new
battery yesterday. The one in my car was from the factory!!! Lasted so long! Anyway, I took a
few guesses as to what my radio code was, not knowing it would go into OFF. Anyone find
anything else to work? I had a new batter put in my Volvo today preparing for winter. I got in
and my radio was flashing code. I thought I could just put in a number and make it work. Well,
you guessed it it said OFF after 3 tries. I called the Volvo Dealer and they said I had to leave the
ignition on for 2 hours for the reset. I read your help here and started the car and pulled the 7
fuse and put it back in and CODE flashed and I put in the proper 4 digit code and the radio
works! You are great! I get code, put in the 5 numbers, nothing happens??? I have tried it time
and time again, I do sometimes get a rPe code???? Any suggestions? Awesome thanks for the
help. Had to replace my battery in my car and then my radio was screwed up. Your info helped
me get my radio back free of charge. I am making a video of how to do it so stand by. As an
addendum to the radio codes issue. If you purchased a Volvo with an upgraded radio from your
dealer, the radio code you were given by the dealership at the time of purchase may not be
correct this is also true for the code in the national database â€” which has the original factory
code. When you have your correct 4 digit code for your radio then enter as directed in your auto
manual. This will work so do not despair! Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Volvo ETM. Codes: to Volvos. Codes: s Volvos. Volvo Air
Conditioning. Volvo Fuel Economy. Volvo Transmissions Guide. Volvo Four-C Suspension.
Volvo paint codes. Volvo Parts Online. Volvo VIN Search. Volvo Platforms. P2 Platform. SPA
Platform. CMA Platform. Actual Tools. Your Forum Posts. Volvo Classifieds. V90 Cross Country.
XC90 S40 and V Using MVS. MVS Contributors. How to Register for the Volvo Forum. What to
Do After Registration. How to Post a Photo. New Here? Need Help? The History of MVS.
Advertise on MVS. Contact Matthew. Give Back to MVS. MVS Philosophy. Making Your Volvo
Faster. Volvo History. How the Series Saved Volvo. History of the Volvo 5 Cylinder. Care by
Volvo? Volvos with CarPlay Start here. There are Volvo forum users online now. See the forum's
active topics. Say hi contact Matthew. Volvo radio says code. Need help for a code please. I
want someone to help me get my Volvo v70 radio code. I need someone to help me get my
Volvo v70 radio code. Thanks for help! Short answer: No I think some diode in radio must have
died or internal fuse blown. Thank your piece of shit, This link give me alot of viruses. I need a
radio code for a volvo xc90 awd crossover t2. Did you people not read the blog posting at the
top of the page? Call a Volvo dealer!! Hello, I have a XC Thanks for your help! Radio serial is
VOY VVA I really hope you can help Thank you. Hi there Please help i haverecentl purchased a
volve S40 and I have been to the dealership and they have given me a incorrect radio code and

urgently require my music Vin no:YV1VSL Volvo T5 Serial no. Any help is greatly appreciated. I
need code for turbo volvo Please. I need the radio code, volvo turbo â€¦ serial no. Hi, I have a
XC70, had to replace the battery and called my local dealer for the code. Cheers, Siggi. Thanks
for the write up. Worked great on my 99 s70! Need code for radio of Volvo s40, model,. I would
like the radio code for V. Volvo s40 1. Anthony Sindiyo. Read this page again. Volvo radio HU
code serial no. IT also radio code was put in and reads EEE and is stuck in scan mode. I have a
92 volvo gl and radio code was put in but now says EEEâ€¦what do I do? Thanks Elain for
posting! Thank you so much!!!! I am going to post this on a few more forums. VOLVO 40 98
model. You have to love the web. Just read this forum, I have a V Just saved me buying a new
CD player!!! How do I do it? Useful site. Thanks a lot. Henk de Mots. Did you read this post?
Thanks, Robyn. Thanks, Jack kayla gmail. Is there a way to reset the radio without turning the
key into the first position for two hours? Related Posts. Go to mobile version. Big front radio
Big front radio with large ergonomically formed buttons for simple and safe use in traffic. Fits
S40 S40, V40, Big front radio with large ergonomically formed buttons for simple and safe use in
traffic. Your cart will be set to In-Store Pickup By adding this item to your cart, the shipping
option will not be available for your order. The In-Store Pickup option will now be defaulted at
checkout. Chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, or birth defects or other
reproductive harm may be present in automotive service, replacement parts and fluids. For
more information, go to Cancer and Reproductive Harm. Find Parts That Fit:. Part Number : S40,
V40, Big front radio with large ergonomically formed buttons for simple and safe use in traffic.
Related Products. Hub cap kit Silver. Bag holder, luggage compartment. Fulfillment Options.
Shipping Not Available. Dealer Rating: 4. See Reviews. WARNING Chemicals known to the State
of California to cause cancer, or birth defects or other reproductive harm may be present in
automotive service, replacement parts and fluids. People Also Bought. Genuine Classic Part. To
create an extra deep. Mounting kit. USB and. S40 Subwoofer Bass Speaker Adapter x2. Volvo
Parts Webstore. Accepted Payments. Email this product. Email Address. Legal Policies Data
Requests. Find us on Facebook. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy
of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages.
Please verify any information in question with a sales representative. Big front radio Big front
radio with large ergonomically formed buttons for simple and safe use in traffic. Fits S40 S40,
V40, Big front radio with large ergonomically formed buttons for simple and safe use in traffic.
Your cart will be set to In-Store Pickup By adding this item to your cart, the shipping option will
not be available for your order. The In-Store Pickup option will now be defaulted at checkout.
Chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, or birth defects or other
reproductive harm may be present in automotive service, replacement parts and fluids. For
more information, go to Cancer and Reproductive Harm. Select a Year:. Part Number : S40, V40,
Big front radio with large ergonomically formed buttons for simple and safe use in traffic.
Related Products. The wheel arch extension. Body kit Primed. Body kit. CD changer CD. CD
magazine. Additional magazine Cars. Fulfillment Options. Shipping Not Available. Dealer Rating:
4. See Reviews. WARNING Chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, or birth
defects or other reproductive harm may be present in automotive service, replacement parts
and fluids. People Also Bought. To create an extra deep. Bag holder, luggage compartment. Cup
holder Offblack. Cup holder. Volvo Parts Webstore. Accepted Payments. Email this product.
Email Address. Legal Policies Data Requests. Find us on Facebook. While every reasonable
effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or
omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales
representative. Only ten minutes away from your Volvo radio code for your car. First of all you
have to determine whether the issue with the Volvo radio is a software one or not. The first test
that you can run is simply pressing the power-on button. If, in that case your Volvo radio
required a code that your unfamiliar with then this is the obvious reason why you cannot use
your radio, and consequently the problem with your device is one of a software nature. If there
are no other means for you to find the code then you should absolutely thy out the new Volvo
Radio Code generator software application tool. This tool will generate the code that was lost
and will enable you to use the device as you did before. The matter is truly a simplistic one and
it ca be solved in a matter of seconds with no hard work on your part. All you have to do is
secure a steady internet connection so that the download of the Volvo Radio Code Generator
software application tool goes unobstructed and the serial number of your audio device. How to
find the serial number if you have disposed of all the documents that came with your Volvo
radio? This one is pretty easy. As all serial numbers. On various electronic devices are written
on more than one location. For example, the serial number of any particular Volvo radio can be
found on the peripheral sides of the device. Find it and write it down. The serial number will be
there, no doubt. Just write it down and continue with your operation. Assuming that you already

have the Volvo Radio Code Generator software application tool on your mobile phone, laptop or
tablet and your serial number. The next step would be to click on the Volvo Radio Code
Generator software application tool to open it. Also, you must enter a valid email address. The
last step would be to activate the generator process. Pressing the option that says so. Wait for
the code. It will be delivered to you. Get it on your own email address. I hope that these
instructions were simple enough. You will find the Volvo Radio Code Generator software
application tool as amazing. Thousands of users before you did. Do you want to meet the
possibility to unlock your Clarion PUA radio code that you need to reset your [â€¦]. You need
Honda Civic radio code for your locked Honda car radio device? So i can tell that you are [â€¦].
Grundig car radio code generation time. Get this code that you need now for free. The
generation software is [â€¦]. The method from this website will save you [â€¦]. Hello, maybe you
can help me with radio code? VOYC Thank you. Thanks very much!! I heard somewhere that
from here I could get a code if I have the serial number. The radio is model HU and the serial
number for it is VO Thanks for advance! The radio is model and the serial number
1998 international 4900 wiring diagram
chevy 350 ebay
gxij
for it is VOWD. Hello I am looking for unlock code for car radio volvo model sc- model sc volvo
code v wef, is it possible to get it? I have a volvo Best regards. Your email address will not be
published. Article By : radiocodescalculator. Volvo HU Serial No. VO Thank you!! Could tou help
with my radio? Volov HU Serial Nr. VO Thank you! How to get radio code for hu V3AFA. VO Best
regards Nicke. Hi can I get a radio code, serial number VVD. Volvo V serial :VoVB model: sc
thanks. Volvo radio code? HU Serial nro: V Thanks. My Volvo , Radio Code please Serial no. V H
Thanks Best Christian. Serial no v o w f Volvo v70 I need the radio code for Volvo V Serial No.
VO EJ Thank you very much! ALEW Thank you very much. Radio SC Serial No. V XG Thank you
very much. VO VA Thanks!!! Stefan Erhardt. Volvo S40 Hu Vo Thank you. Please I need the code
for my Volvo V SC Serial no. Hello I am looking for unlock code for car radio volvo. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

